YOUNAY  RADIATOR

We at Youmay are an ISO9001:2000 certified manufacturer of die casting aluminum radiator and bimetal radiator. Our radiator is a type of heat exchanger that is eco-friendly, safe to use, and simple to maintain. Thus, heating your room with a Youmay radiator in winter is a good choice. Currently our aluminum radiators and bimetal radiators are CE certified, and are exported to many countries and regions, like Russia, Eastern Europe, Spain, Greece, Iran, Western Asia and North Africa.

In order to satisfy customers’ growing demands for Youmay radiators, we’ve established a factory that occupies an area of 120,000 square meters and constantly adopted the cutting-edge equipment, including 20 sets of 800T casting machines, 5 punch machines, 8 testing lines, 2 painting lines, and so on. In addition, our consistent focus on product quality, coupled with our dedicated staff, enables us to provide customers with high quality and economically priced radiator.

Youmay heater factory is located in Wuyi, Zhejiang Province, near Ningbo port. Here we enjoy convenient land and water
transportation, which not only greatly reduces the transportation cost of our raw materials, but also the freight charges for our customers.

welcome you to contact us!